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Introducing Exploring Medical Language, 9th Edition: an innovative learning resource that helps you

master medical terminology on your terms. At the heart of Exploring Medical Language is the

student-friendly worktext, which gradually helps you build an understanding of medical terminology

by first introducing you to word parts and then combining the parts into full medical terms that make

sense.
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Do not buy if you were planning on using the online tools that were advertised as included in the

item description. The access code was missing from the front cover of the book even though the

book text clearly stated that this was where the access code should be located. When I called

customer service to inquire about where I could find the access code to view the online tools, I was

told "you have a physical, paperback book, right? You don't need an online book." Clearly the

customer service representative did not understand the difference between an online book and

online tools even after I tried to explain the difference, so this person was of no help. If the access

code for using online tools is not included with the book, then they should not include the following

in their item description:Integrated online learning tools offer a variety of unique ways to master

medical terminology:interactive games and activitieselectronic flashcardsanatomy and physiology

tutorialscareer videosquizzes5,000-term English/Spanish glossaryThis is false advertising.



Usually I don't mind used textbooks, but because this is essentially a giant workbook, having many

of the answers already filled in was a bummer. At the end of the day, I was still able to ace this

course using the book and the associated online training tools. Great book, but the online tools

really made this text shine.

This is a great book to use as a review of med terms or as a learning tool. Each chapter is set up

with 20-30 'review exercises' you can complete to practice learning and using new terms. There are

also basic case studies and clinical reports at the end of each chapter. All review exercises have a

key posted at the end of each chapter. The body system content is meager so you need to use on

online site to learn basic organ structure so the terms make sense. You don't have ready access to

the online sources unless you pay, or purchase a new book.

In the parenthesis, it uses the words 'Access code'. This gives a FALSE IMPRESSION that the

access code is included with the book. IT IS NOT INCLUDED. The access code may only be used

once.So, if you want the book as a reference as well, rent it. Otherwise, this is NOT an option for

what could be misconstrued as a cheaper alternative from buying in a bookstore.

This textbook does not come with the access code as stated. I had to order that separately.

The textbook came in good condition. The only reason I didn't give it 5 stars is because I thought I

would receive the book and flashcards as described but I only received the textbook. It's okay

though because I can make my own flashcards.

Book was not in "very good condition" it was in good condition. Very good means damn near brand

new. And this looked like it had been bested a bit. Still for 20 bucks I'll take it.

Was a very good book for being a text book. Quite repetitive but that's because of the topic. I ended

up getting a b in the class so yay! The online tools and resources were very helpful and I find myself

applying what I've learned from this book in other classes. It certainly is a good begginers course for

any healthcare career student.
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